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A cell-based screen for splicing regulators identifies
hnRNP LL as a distinct signal-induced repressor
of CD45 variable exon 4
JUSTIN D. TOPP, JASON JACKSON, ALEXIS A. MELTON, and KRISTEN W. LYNCH
Department of Biochemistry, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas 75390-9038, USA

ABSTRACT
The human CD45 gene encodes a protein–tyrosine phosphatase that exhibits differential isoform expression in resting and
activated T cells due to alternative splicing of three variable exons. Previously, we have used biochemical methods to identify
two regulatory proteins, hnRNP L and PSF, which contribute to the activation-induced skipping of CD45 via the ESS1 regulatory
element in variable exon 4. Here we report the identification of a third CD45 regulatory factor, hnRNP L-like (hnRNP LL), via a
cell-based screen for clonal variants that exhibit an activation-like phenotype of CD45 splicing even under resting conditions.
Microarray analysis of two splicing-altered clones revealed increased expression of hnRNP LL relative to wild-type cells. We
further demonstrate that both the expression of hnRNP LL protein and its binding to ESS1 are up-regulated in wild-type cells
upon activation. Forced overexpression of hnRNP LL in wild-type cells results in an increase in exon repression, while knockdown of hnRNP LL eliminates activation-induced exon skipping. Interestingly, analysis of the binding of hnRNP L and hnRNP LL
to mutants of ESS1 reveals that these proteins have overlapping, but distinct binding requirements. Together, these data
establish that hnRNP LL plays a critical and unique role in the signal-induced regulation of CD45 and demonstrate the utility of
cell-based screens for the identification of novel splicing regulatory factors.
Keywords: CD45; alternative splicing; hnRNP LL; hnRNP L; screening

INTRODUCTION
Alternative splicing is the process by which exons of a given
gene are differentially included or excluded from the final
message, such that a single gene can be processed into
multiple discrete mRNAs (Black 2003; Matlin et al. 2005).
Originally thought to affect only a subset of transcripts, it is
now known that 60%–80% of genes undergo some form of
alternative splicing, often in a manner dictated by cell type
or environmental conditions (Modrek et al. 2001; Black
2003; Johnson et al. 2003; Matlin et al. 2005). Each of these
variant mRNAs typically encodes a unique protein of
distinct function, thus changes in the splicing pattern of a
gene can have a profound effect on protein expression and
cellular activity (Modrek and Lee 2002). Current estimates,
in fact, suggest that at least 15% of disease-causing mutaReprint requests to: Kristen W. Lynch, Department of Biochemistry,
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas 753909038, USA; e-mail: kristen.lynch@utsouthwestern.edu; fax: (214) 6488856.
Article published online ahead of print. Article and publication date are
at http://www.rnajournal.org/cgi/doi/10.1261/rna.1212008.
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tions in humans alter cellular physiology as a consequence
of altering pre-mRNA splicing patterns (Matlin et al. 2005).
Alternative splicing is typically controlled by the activity
of splicing regulatory proteins that bind to cis-acting auxilary
sequences located within or flanking a variable exon (Black
2003; Matlin et al. 2005). Splicing enhancer sequences, and
their cognate binding proteins, promote exon inclusion via
recruitment of the splicing machinery or ‘‘spliceosome,’’
while splicing silencers disrupt assembly of the splicing
machinery and result in exon skipping. Mutations in such
enhancer or silencer sequences, as well as mutations in the
trans-acting factors that bind these sequences, often lead to
significant defects in splicing patterns and alterations in
protein expression (Faustino and Cooper 2003). Therefore,
identification of the cis and trans-regulatory elements that
control the splicing of a given gene is essential for interpreting how that gene will be expressed in particular cell
types or under differing environmental conditions.
While alternative splicing is known to occur in all tissues,
it is especially prevalent in the nervous and immune systems, where functional diversity is of particular importance
(Modrek et al. 2001). With respect to the immune system, a
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number of functionally relevant genes have been shown to
undergo alternative splicing in distinct lymphocyte populations, including several for which isoform expression
specifically is regulated in response to antigen stimulation
of T cells (Lynch 2004; Ip et al. 2007). A particularly welldocumented example of activation-induced splicing in T
cells is that of CD45, which encodes a hematopoietic-specific
transmembrane protein tyrosine phosphatase. Three variable exons of the CD45 gene (exons 4–6) are inducibly
skipped upon T cell activation, leading to decreased phosphatase activity and maintenance of T cell homeostasis
(Hermiston et al. 2002; Lynch 2004). The physiologic importance of this change is evidenced by the fact that
naturally occurring polymorphisms within the CD45 gene
that disrupt signal-induced alternative splicing correlate
with susceptibility to a wide range of autoimmune diseases
and viral infection in humans (Jacobsen et al. 2000; Tchilian
et al. 2001; Tackenberg et al. 2003; Dawes et al. 2006).
Of the three variable exons in CD45, exon 4 is the most
robustly regulated and is the exon for which physiologic
consequences of regulation have been most clearly demonstrated (Jacobsen et al. 2000; Lynch and Weiss 2000, 2001;
Rothrock et al. 2003). In previous work, we identified an
exonic splicing silencer (ESS1) within CD45 variable exon
4, which mediates both partial exon repression in resting
cells and increased exon skipping upon cellular stimulation
(Rothrock et al. 2003). Using a variety of biochemical
assays, we recently showed that the partial exon repression
in resting cells is conferred via the binding of hnRNP L
to ESS1, while cellular activation results in the additional
recruitment of PSF to this regulatory sequence, and
functional cooperation between hnRNP L and PSF, to yield
hyper-repression of exon 4 (Rothrock et al. 2005; Melton
et al. 2007). However, in these previous studies we could
not rule out the involvement of additional proteins in the
regulation of CD45 splicing.
As a complement to our biochemical analysis of CD45
regulatory proteins, we have recently developed a splicing
reporter system to identify potential CD45 regulatory factors in vivo (Levinson et al. 2006). Here we report the use
of our novel screening approach to identify clonal cell lines
that display an ‘‘activation-like’’ phenotype of CD45 splicing (i.e., efficient exon 4 repression), even under resting
growth conditions. Strikingly, of the lines we have characterized further, the two with the strongest repression of
CD45 exon 4 have increased expression of the hnRNP L
homolog hnRNP L-like (hnRNP LL or LL). Further studies
reveal that both the expression of hnRNP LL protein and its
binding to ESS1 are up-regulated in wild-type (WT) cells
upon activation; while the expression and binding of
hnRNP L itself remains unchanged under these conditions.
Forced overexpression of hnRNP LL results in an increase
in exon repression, while knock-down of hnRNP LL eliminates activation-induced exon skipping. Remarkably, analysis of the binding of hnRNP L versus LL to mutants of

ESS1 reveals that these proteins have overlapping, but
distinct binding requirements. In particular, a mutation
in ESS1 that primarily disrupts activation-induced repression abolishes binding of hnRNP LL, while having no effect
on the association of hnRNP L. Together, these data demonstrate that hnRNP LL plays a critical and unique role in
the signal-induced regulation of CD45. Moreover, as the
function of hnRNP LL is not simply redundant to the
activity of its more abundant counterpart hnRNP L, these
data also suggest important functional distinctions between
these two highly related proteins.
RESULTS
A cell-based screen identifies clones with altered
splicing phenotype
The identification of proteins that regulate splicing in
mammals has historically relied primarily on biochemical
techniques. While such methods have been successful for
isolating proteins that interact directly with RNA, complementary approaches such as genetic screens would be of
value in identifying transacting factors not amenable to
biochemical detection. However, a significant limitation
to the use of cell-based screens in the study of splicing
regulation is that many instances of alternative splicing,
including that of CD45, involve changes in isoform
expression of <10-fold, such that signal-to-noise discrimination can be difficult (Black 2003). Our lab recently
developed a dual-reporter system in which transcriptional
synergy is used to amplify the detection of changes in
alternative splicing (Levinson et al. 2006). In this system,
CD45 variable exon 4 is inserted between exons encoding
the transcriptional activator Gal4-VP16, such that fulllength Gal4-VP16 protein is expressed only when exon 4
is skipped (Fig. 1A). This transcription factor then drives
expression of green fluorescent protein (GFP) from a
promoter known to respond synergistically to Gal4-VP16
(5xUASG) to yield a proportional, but significantly enhanced change in GFP expression relative to the fold
change in splicing (Levinson et al. 2006). For this reporter
system we have used the JSL1 cell line that we have
previously shown to recapitulate activation-induced skipping of CD45 exon 4 when induced with the phorbolester
PMA (Lynch and Weiss 2000). Through screening of JSL1
clones transfected with the dual-reporter plasmids we
identified reporter line 3.14, in which the typical three- to
fivefold increase in exon 4 skipping induced upon PMA
treatment yields a 30- to 50-fold increase in GFP expression
(Levinson et al. 2006). This 3.14 reporter cell line has been
the basis of our further studies to identify variant clones
that display an activation-like pattern of exon 4 splicing
(i.e., high GFP) even under resting conditions.
A library containing cDNAs from activated cells was
engineered in a retroviral expression construct and used to
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 1. Dual reporter assay of CD45 splicing identified clones with ‘‘activated’’ splicing phenotype. (A) Scheme of dual-reporter system. (B)
Flow cytometry analysis of GFP expression in mock-infected resting 3.14 cells (filled), initial cDNA infected cell population (line, left), or resting
cell population after recovery from the initial sort (line, right). Circle on left indicates cells that were gated and collected in the initial sort. (C)
Graphic representation of exon 4 inclusion in reporter minigene in 106 GFP+ clones (m), compared with resting (d) or stimulated (j) 3.14 cells.
Exon 4 inclusion in all cases was quantitated by low-cycle RT–PCR. Triangles corresponding to data from the three clones chosen for further
study are indicated.

infect resting 3.14 reporter cells. Three days after infection,
cells were sorted by flow cytometry for GFP expression. The
cells with the highest GFP expression (top 3%–5%) were
collected, expanded under resting conditions, and sorted a
second time into 96-well plates for the isolation of individual clones (Fig. 1B; see also Materials and Methods).
The retroviral infection prior to sorting was intended to
enrich for cells in which expression of a novel cDNA caused
an activation-like phenotype of CD45 splicing. However,
the design of our screen also permitted the isolation of cells
in which splicing was altered due to insertional mutagenesis
or through natural drift or variation in the 3.14 cell population. A further possible source of GFP-high cells in this
screen was from direct alteration of GFP expression or
stability. From an initial infection of 70 million cells, 106
GFP-positive clones were obtained. To differentiate between
true splicing-altered clones versus those that simply displayed an increase in global transcription or GFP stability,
RT–PCR was performed to directly assay the splicing of the
exon 4 containing reporter minigene. Strikingly, we observe
that 14 clones exhibit equivalent or stronger levels of exon
repression than 3.14 cells stimulated with PMA, while an
additional 24 clones have at least a twofold increase in exon
repression over unstimulated cells (Fig. 1C). While all of
these 38 clones are potentially of interest, we initially
performed a detailed analysis on three clones that represent
a range of exon 4 repression (Fig. 1C, clones 39,87,88).
Consistent with the isolation of these clones in the GFP
expression screen and with the splicing of the minigene,
2040
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clones 39, 87, and 88 express GFP to a level similar to
stimulated 3.14 cells (Fig. 2A, +PMA). To confirm that the
altered splicing of the minigene in these clones was not
due to a cis-mutation in the minigene construct or some
unanticipated minigene-specific regulatory event, we also
analyzed the splicing of the endogenous CD45 gene. As
shown in Figure 2B, PMA stimulation of 3.14 cells induces
skipping of the three variable exons of CD45, resulting in
an accumulation of the smallest CD45 isoform (R0) and a
corresponding decrease in the larger isoforms (Fig. 2B,
R456, R45/56). Our previous studies have shown that exons
5 and 6 contain the same core regulatory motif as exon 4
(ARS repeats found within the ESS1 sequence, see below)
and are likely regulated by overlapping mechanisms, such
that we predicted that these exons would be regulated
similarly in the clones. Consistent with this prediction and
with the splicing results observed with the minigene
reporter, the expression of R0 in clone 87 in the absence
of PMA is between that of resting and stimulated 3.14 cells,
while splicing of CD45 in clones 39 and 88 is even more
skewed toward exon skipping (R0) than is observed in 3.14
cells upon stimulation (Fig. 2B). A similar increase in R0
expression in the clones relative to 3.14 cells can also be
observed at the protein level using flow cytometry with an
antibody that specifically recognizes the R0 isoform (Fig.
2C). Intriguingly, while the clones all have higher levels of
basal variable exon exclusion than resting cells, at least for
clones 39 and 87, these levels further increase in response to
PMA activation (Fig. 2B, cf. +PMA and PMA for a given
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FIGURE 2. Individual clones show activated pattern of CD45 splicing without up-regulation of general activation markers. (A) Flow cytometry
analysis of GFP expression in isolated resting clones compared with that in resting ( PMA) or stimulated (+PMA) 3.14 cells. (B) RT–PCR
analysis of splicing of the endogenous CD45 gene in 3.14 cells and clones. Quantitation of R0 isoform relative to total CD45 RNA is indicated.
This and all other quantification in this study are derived from at least two to three independent experiments with deviations of <l15% of average
value. (C) Flow cytometry analysis of CD45R0 expression in isolated clones compared with that in 3.14 cells, all under resting conditions. (D)
Flow cytometry analysis of CD69 expression in clones versus 3.14 cells grown under resting or stimulated conditions.

clone). This suggests that the individual clones may have
alterations in only one of multiple PMA-induced pathways
that serve to increase exon repression. Alternatively, the
clones may exhibit only a partial activation of a signaling
pathway, which is further activated with PMA stimulation.
CD45 alternative splicing is dependent on a signaling
pathway that is initially triggered by the activation of PKC
and Ras (Lynch and Weiss 2000); thus, it is possible that our
screen will uncover proteins that function at an apical step in
this signaling pathway. To test the extent of basal signaling
in the clones, we monitored up-regulation of CD69, an event
that occurs downstream of Ras activation in normal T cells.
Neither clone 39 nor 88 show any significant alteration of
CD69 expression relative to 3.14 cells, suggesting that the
alteration in these clones is at least downstream of Ras (Fig.
2D). However, we do note some up-regulation of CD69 in
clone 87 under resting conditions, as will be discussed below.
As a positive control, addition of PMA to all of the cell lines
tested results in an equivalent increase in CD69 on the cell
surface, demonstrating that the signaling pathways necessary
for PMA-induced up-regulating CD69 expression are intact
in each of the variant clones (Fig. 2D, +PMA).
HnRNP LL is up-regulated in two
activation-phenotype clones and upon
T cell stimulation
Having identified clonal populations that have altered
CD45 splicing, the next goal was to identify the causal functional change in these cells. Despite numerous attempts,

none of the retroviral-expressed cDNAs that were recovered from clones 39, 87, and 88 represented full-length
open reading frames, and none of these cDNAs were able to
induce a change in CD45 splicing when reintroduced into
3.14 or JSL1 cells (data not shown). As discussed above, we
recognized that our screening approach was such that we
might expect clonal variation or other genetic perturbation
apart from introduced cDNAs to be the source of the
altered splicing phenotype. Therefore, to identify potential
causal genetic changes in a more unbiased manner, we
analyzed mRNA expression levels from clones 39, 87, and
88 relative to resting and activated 3.14 cells by standard
microarray (see Materials and Methods). The microarray
predicted z100 genes to be up- or down-regulated by >2.5fold between each of the clones and resting 3.14 cells (see
Supplementary Data for full list), and we find several genes
that are up-regulated in both clone 39 and 88 (Table 1,
italics; see, also, Discussion). However, the gene that most
caught our attention is hnRNP L-like (hnRNP LL), which
was among the top 10 most up-regulated genes in our
strongest clone (88) and among the top 35 most up-regulated
genes in clone 39 (Table 1). HnRNP LL is a close homolog of
hnRNP L, which we have already shown to play an essential
role in CD45 splicing regulation (Rothrock et al. 2005; Tong
et al. 2005; Melton et al. 2007). Moreover, previous mass
spectrometry analysis of proteins affinity purified using the
core silencer element of exon 4 (ESS1) had suggested hnRNP
LL to be a putative ESS1 binding protein, although it was
detected at a level much less than hnRNP L itself (C.
Rothrock, A. Melton, and K.W. Lynch, unpubl.).
www.rnajournal.org
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TABLE 1. Top 35 up-regulated genes in clones versus 3.14 resting
cells
Clone 39

Clone 88

Fold Inc.

Gene name

Fold Inc.

Gene name

25.36
9.30
4.79
4.51
4.34
4.13
4.10
3.87
3.58
3.46
3.43
3.42
3.39
3.38
3.37
3.19
3.18
3.14
3.13
3.13
3.10
3.07
3.06
3.06
3.05
3.05
3.00
2.99
2.97
2.92
2.89
2.87
2.85
2.85
2.85

GZMA
UNC13
SLC4A8
LOC375254
Hs.484818
CXXC4
TRA16
LOC283481
LOC348180
SARDH
GSTA4
XBP1
MGC3162
PJA1
MYCN
C7orf32
LOC389012
ZNF559
ID3
C9orf100
C19orf23
LOC158830
LOC167454
PPP2R2B
CD58
ANKRD25
hmm1261
CANP
LOC374765
LOC339456
FLJ20533
ABCB10
TUBA1
hnRNP L-L
LOC286408

6.04
4.58
4.57
4.51
4.42
4.34
4.23
4.21
4.14
4.11
4.03
4.00
3.97
3.85
3.82
3.75
3.73
3.71
3.61
3.57
3.57
3.53
3.52
3.42
3.35
3.34
3.32
3.30
3.29
3.23
3.21
3.20
3.17
3.15
3.14

MYCN
LOC339456
LOC348180
NOL6
EOMES
hmm24553
ASE-1
MGC2574
hnRNP L-L
FLJ20202
RPL13
TRA16
C20orf44
PHB
FLJ20272
ABCF2
MTND6
MAGEA9
KIAA0690
KBRAS2
MGC3162
KIAA0133
UNQ470
INA
PSME3
NLGN4
MRPL4
KIAA0284
FLJ13852
RPC8
LOC375062
HSPC065
C19orf23
DNAJB6
SNAPC5

Genes up-regulated in both clone 39 and 88 are indicated by
italics. HnRNP LL is in bold.

RT–PCR and Western blot analysis confirmed that
hnRNP LL is indeed strongly up-regulated at both the
message (z33) and protein (z43) level in clone 88 relative to the parental 3.14 or WT JSL1 cells. Up-regulation of
hnRNP LL in clone 39 is more modest (1.5- to twofold) but
is still detectable, especially given the slight overall decrease
in mRNA levels in this clone (Fig. 3A,B, see CD45 and
hnRNP L RNA controls). Clone 87, in contrast, showed no
difference in hnRNP LL mRNA or protein relative to 3.14,
consistent with our lack of detecting hnRNP LL in the
microarray analysis of this clone (data not shown). The
potential implications of this difference between clone 87
and 39/88 will be discussed below, but for the purposes of
the present study we have not pursued clone 87 further.
The microarray analysis also did not reveal hnRNP LL to
be up-regulated upon stimulation of WT 3.14 cells, and we
2042
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detect no increase in hnRNP LL message by RT–PCR
analysis of resting and activated 3.14 cells (Fig. 3A). However, importantly, we do find that stimulation results in a
two- to threefold increase in hnRNP LL protein expression
in nuclear extract derived from both JSL1 and 3.14 cells,
whereas expression of the other characterized ESS1-regulatory
proteins, hnRNP L and PSF, are unchanged (Fig. 3B). Since
we have previously demonstrated that these nuclear
extracts faithfully recapitulate signal-induced regulation of
CD45 (Melton et al. 2007), the increase in hnRNP LL
expression in these extracts is consistent with a functional
role of this protein in CD45 exon repression. The comparison between steady hnRNP LL mRNA levels and
increased nuclear expression is also suggestive of differential localization of hnRNP LL upon stimulation. However, we cannot detect any significant expression of hnRNP
LL in cytoplasmic extracts under either resting or stimulated conditions (data not shown). Therefore, we assume
that the expression of hnRNP LL is likely regulated at
a post-transcriptional level upon T cell activation (see
Discussion).
HnRNP LL binds specifically to the ESS1 RNA
and causes CD45 exon 4 skipping
To confirm that hnRNP LL does indeed bind specifically to
the ESS1 regulatory element of CD45 exon 4, as suggested
by previous mass-spectrometry results, biotinylated RNAs
were coupled to beads and used to purify bound proteins
from nuclear extracts prepared from resting or stimulated
JSL1 cells (Fig. 4A, PMA,+PMA). For these experiments
the RNAs used were the WT ESS1 RNA, a mutant version
that is deficient in both basal and activation-induced
repressive activity (mESS) (see below, and Rothrock et al.
2003; Melton et al. 2007), or an unrelated silencer sequence
(NS) (see Melton et al. 2007). Analysis of the resulting
proteins by Western blot demonstrates that hnRNP LL has
a similar profile of specificity for these RNAs, as we have
previously shown for hnRNP L, as both proteins associate
much more strongly with the WT ESS1 RNA than with
either control (Fig. 4A; Rothrock et al. 2005). Notably, the
binding of hnRNP LL to ESS1 is further enhanced in the
stimulated extract as compared with the resting extract,
consistent with its corresponding increase in expression
(Fig. 4A). In contrast, the binding of hnRNP L to ESS1
remains the same between resting and stimulated extracts,
as we have demonstrated previously (Melton et al. 2007).
As further confirmation of the association and specificity
of hnRNP LL with ESS1 RNA, we have utilized a UV crosslinking assay. Radiolabeled ESS1 RNA was incubated under
standard splicing conditions with nuclear extract derived
from resting or stimulated JSL1 cells. Following treatment
with UV light and subsequent digestion of the RNA,
proteins that were bound to the RNA remain covalently
cross-linked to 32P-labeled nucleotides, such that they can be
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the observed increased repression of the
CD45 variable exons in these cells. To
more directly test this predicted function of hnRNP LL, we first transiently
overexpressed a Flag-tagged version of
hnRNP LL in the JSL1 cells together with
an exon 4 minigene (Fig. 5A). Remarkably, even modest overexpression of
hnRNP LL is sufficient to result in a
large increase in exon 4 skipping in
resting cells (z40% to z85% exon
skipping, Fig. 5B,C). In contrast, transfection of a construct encoding hnRNP
FIGURE 3. HnRNP LL is up-regulated in clones 39 and 88 as well as upon PMA stimulation L causes only a marginal change in
of WT cells. (A) RT–PCR analysis of hnRNP LL mRNA at 20, 24, and 28 cycles, hnRNP L
splicing, and does not synergize with
mRNA at 12, 16, and 20 cycles, or 16, 20, and 24 cycles for CD45 mRNA. Fold increase of
signal relative to 3.14 resting cells shown is the average difference quantitated for at least the hnRNP LL. This lack of a significant
two lowest cycle points. Constitutive exons 8–10 from the endogenous CD45 gene are used as effect of cotransfected hnRNP L is not
a control. (B) Western blot analysis of hnRNP LL, L, and PSF in nuclear extracts (NE) from inconsistent with its observed role in
3.14 cells and clones grown under resting conditions, as well as from parental JSL1 cells grown
CD45 splicing in other assays (Fig. 5D;
under resting ( PMA) or activated (+PMA) conditions. All extracts were normalized for total
protein level prior to loading and loaded at 5 or 15 mg of total protein per lane. Expression of Rothrock et al. 2005; Melton et al. 2007)
LL, L, PSF, or U1A (loading control) were quantitated by densitometry at both loading points as the recombinant hnRNP L is exand averaged to give number shown.
pressed about 10-fold less efficiently
than hnRNP LL (Fig. 5C), and the
endogenous level of hnRNP L is greater
visualized following resolution on an SDS–polyacrylamide
than LL, making true overexpression of hnRNP L technigel. Consistent with our previous studies, we observe a
cally infeasible. Furthermore, the amount of hnRNP L
single prominent cross-linked species that migrates at z70
kD in both resting and stimulated extracts (Fig. 4B, total
lanes). Although we have previously shown that antibodies
specific to hnRNP L precipitate this cross-linked protein
(Rothrock et al. 2005; Tong et al. 2005), such experiments
cannot detect whether there are additional cross-linked proteins that do not react with a given antibody. In particular,
since hnRNP LL migrates only marginally smaller than
hnRNP L, these studies do not allow us to exclude the
possibility that hnRNP LL also is a component of the 70-kD
band observed in total extract. Therefore, we repeated the
immunoprecipitation of the cross-linked reaction with
antibodies to hnRNP L or LL (Fig. 4B, IP lanes). As
anticipated, antibodies specific for hnRNP L precipitate a
similar amount of RNA cross-linked protein from resting
or stimulated extract. Interestingly, antibodies specific for
hnRNP LL also precipitate cross-linked protein, but in this
case the amount of RNA-bound protein is significantly
increased in the stimulated extract. Importantly, neither
hnRNP L nor LL associate strongly with the mESS control
RNA, as indicated by the decrease or absence of both
FIGURE 4. Binding of hnRNP LL to ESS1 increases relative to
immunoprecipitated proteins as well as loss of the 70 kD
hnRNP L upon cellular stimulation. (A) Western blot of hnRNP L and
species in total extract when the mESS RNA is incubated
LL following affinity purification (‘‘pull-down’’) with biotinylated
with either resting or stimulated extract (Fig. 4B, mESS;
ESS1, mutant (mESS) or nonspecific (NS) 60-mer RNAs from JSL1
data not shown).
nuclear extract (NE) prepared from resting ( PMA) or activated
(+PMA) cells. (B) UV cross-linking experiments done with uniformly
The expression pattern of hnRNP LL, as well as its
labeled ESS1 or mESS RNA and nuclear extract from resting or
binding specificity for ESS1, strongly implicate this protein
stimulated cells. As indicated, parallel cross-linked samples were
in the signal-induced repression of CD45 exon 4 and sugsubject to immunoprecipitation with antibodies to hnRNP L, LL, or
gest that its up-regulation in clones 88 and 39 contribute to
an IgG control prior to running of the SDS-PAGE.
www.rnajournal.org
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FIGURE 5. HnRNP LL functionally contributes to repression of CD45 exon 4. (A) Schematic
of the WT ESS1 exon 4 minigene described previously (Melton et al. 2007) used in Figures 5
and 6. (B) RT–PCR of WT minigene expression following transient cotransfection in JSL1 cells
with constructs expressing Flag-hnRNP L, Flag-hnRNP LL, or Flag vector alone. Percent exon
4 skipping is calculated from two to three independent experiments. Standard error in each
case is <15% of exon-skipped value. (*) Cryptic product observed variably with reduced cell
viability. (C) Total protein extracts from transfections in B blotted for Flag, hnRNP LL, or
hnRNP L. (*) The band corresponding to hnRNP LL, lower band is a nonspecific signal
observed on occasional blots. (D) RT–PCR of WT minigene expression following transient
cotransfection with morpholino oligomers (MO) that block translation of hnRNP L or LL.
Percent exon 4 skipping is calculated as in B. (E) Total protein extracts from transfections in
D blotted for hnRNP L or LL. (*) The band corresponding to hnRNP LL.

expression construct we have to transfect in order to see
any detectable transgene expression is sufficiently high that
we observe reduced cellular viability, further complicating
the interpretation of hnRNP L overexpression. Therefore,
we cannot draw any conclusions from the attempted overexpression of hnRNP L other than to contrast it to the
specific result we obtain with hnRNP LL. We also note that
overexpression of hnRNP LL does not notably alter the
endogenous expression of hnRNP L in these experiments or
in clones 39 and 88 (Figs. 3B, 5C). This is distinct from the
cross-regulation of hnRNP L and LL observed by others in
Hela cells (Hung et al. 2008), but strengthens the conclusion
that the effect of hnRNP LL expression on CD45 is direct and
not a consequence of perturbing the expression of hnRNP L.
While the data in Figure 5, B and C, confirm that
overexpression of hnRNP LL can force a change in CD45
splicing, these data do not demonstrate that hnRNP LL is
an important part of the normal response of CD45 splicing
to cellular activation. To test this critical aspect of hnRNP
LL function we used morpholino oligomers to knock down
protein expression in the JSL1 cells. As we have shown
previously (Melton et al. 2007), a z50% decrease in
2044
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hnRNP L expression in JSL1 cells results
in a marked overall decrease in exon 4
skipping in both resting and stimulated
cells, but does not reduce the fold
increase in exon repression induced
upon activation (Fig. 5D,E). In striking
contrast, depletion of hnRNP LL has
only a modest effect on exon 4 skipping
in resting cells, but completely abolishes
any increase in exon skipping normally
induced by PMA treatment (Fig. 5D,E).
Moreover, when combined, depletion
of hnRNP LL together with L reduces
exon 4 skipping to a minor background
level regardless of activation state. The
observation that depletion of hnRNP LL
primarily influences exon 4 expression
in activated cells is consistent with the
already low level of hnRNP LL expression in resting cells, and provides
strong evidence that the increased
expression and recruitment of hnRNP
LL to the ESS1 sequence is an essential component of the mechanism of
activation-induced alternative splicing
of CD45.
HnRNP LL binding and functional
specificity is distinct
from that of hnRNP L

As described above, we have previously
implicated both hnRNP L and PSF in
the repression of CD45 exon 4. Given our new identification of hnRNP LL as an additional CD45 regulatory
protein, we next wanted to begin to investigate how hnRNP
LL binding and function relates to that which we have
formerly demonstrated for hnRNP L and PSF. The ESS1
regulatory element contains a core sequence (ARS motif)
that is common among all three CD45 variable exons
(Rothrock et al. 2003). In our earlier studies we have
investigated the effects of several mutations within and
surrounding this ARS core in the ESS1 RNA. As described
above (Fig. 4), mutation of the C residues in the core ARS
motif (Fig. 6A, mESS) essentially abolishes all exon 4
skipping in both resting and stimulated cells (Rothrock
et al. 2003, 2005; Melton et al. 2007). In contrast, mutation
of the pyrimidine residues between the ARS repeats (Fig.
6A, Mut2) or mutation of the conserved As in the ARS
motif (Fig. 6A, mESS-A) have a more profound disruption
of silencing in activated cells than in resting cells (Melton
et al. 2007, and see below). We have further shown that
the binding of hnRNP L is disrupted by the mESS mutation, but not by Mut2; while PSF association is abolished by
the Mut2 mutation, but not by mESS (Melton et al. 2007);
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FIGURE 6. Specificity of hnRNP LL binding to ESS1 is consistent with a unique role in signal-induced exon repression. (A) Sequence of WT
ESS1 with location and identity of mutations indicated. Underlined residues correspond to the ARS core motif repeats. (B) UV cross-linking and
immunoprecipitation as done in Figure 4 for WT and mutant ESS1 RNAs. (C) RT–PCR analysis of minigenes with WT or indicated mutant ESS1
sequence inserted into ESS1 location of construct shown in Figure 5A. Minigenes were cotransfected with 1 or 3 mg of Flag-hnRNP LL, and
quantitation of RT–PCR was as done for Figure 5. Overall exon skipping was somewhat lower in these experiments than in Figure 5 due to
inherent variation in transient transfections, but data shown in each figure are from parallel experiments and are thus internally controlled.

however, neither protein showed sensitivity to the mESS-A
mutation (data not shown; see below).
To survey the effect of these three mutations on the
binding of hnRNP LL, we repeated the UV cross-linking
assays. Similar to hnRNP L, we find that the binding of
hnRNP LL is markedly reduced by the mESS mutation (Fig.
4), but is largely unaffected by the Mut2 sequence variation
(Fig. 6B). Surprisingly, however, while hnRNP L retains full
binding activity on an RNA probe containing the mESS-A
mutation, hnRNP LL shows no ability to bind this RNA in
either resting or stimulated extracts (Fig. 6B, mESS-A). As a
further confirmation of the binding specificity of hnRNP
LL, we returned to the overexpression experiments using
lower input DNA than in Figure 5 so as to not saturate the
splicing profiles. Even at these lower amounts of hnRNP
LL, we observe a clear increase in exon 4 skipping using the
WT ESS1 minigene (Fig. 6C, WT). We also observe a dosedependent increase in skipping of an exon containing the
Mut2 version of ESS1 upon cotransfection of hnRNP LL

(Fig. 6C, Mut2), although the overall level of exon skipping
is decreased in this construct, consistent with the effect of
this mutation on some aspect of CD45 regulation (Melton
et al. 2007). In contrast, coexpression of hnRNP LL has
no effect on the splicing of either the mESS or mESS-A
minigenes (Fig. 6C, mESS,mESS-A). This result is particularly striking for the mESS-A construct in which exon
skipping in resting cells is only marginally affected compared with wild type, but no increase in skipping is
observed upon either cellular stimulation or cotransfection
with hnRNP LL.
Parallel experiments with hnRNP L or PSF were uninformative, as we are unable to achieve overexpression for
either of these proteins (Fig. 5; Melton et al. 2007) and
knock down experiments such as in Figure 5D similarly are
uninterpretable, as the basal skipping in the mutants is
already so low that we cannot easily detect an effect even
with hnRNP LL. However, the data in Figure 6, B and C,
clearly demonstrate that both the binding and function of
www.rnajournal.org
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hnRNP LL are specifically disrupted upon mutation of the
C or A residues in ESS1, while the Mut2 mutation disrupts
function in a manner independent of this protein. In combination with our previously published work, this distinct
specificity of hnRNP LL strongly suggests that this protein
plays a critical and nonredundant role with hnRNP L and
PSF in the regulation of CD45 splicing.
DISCUSSION
Cell-based screens are only now emerging as a useful tool
for identifying splicing regulatory factors (Newman et al.
2006; Kuroyanagi et al. 2007; Ohno et al. 2008). One of the
obstacles to the more widespread utilization of screens for
splicing regulators is that the typically small expression differences between competing isoforms hinders the robustness of such assays and the feasibility of high-throughput
approaches. Here we describe the use of our unique dualreporter system to identify bonafide mutant clones expressing an activation phenotype of CD45 splicing from a screen
of z70 million initial cells. Importantly, characterization
of two of these mutant clones allowed the identification of
a novel regulator of CD45 splicing, hnRNP LL, further
emphasizing the utility of such screens.
Analysis of clones 39 and 88 initially suggested that
hnRNP LL is an important factor in CD45 splicing regulation, since increased expression of this protein correlated
with an increase in CD45 variable exon skipping. Subsequent investigation demonstrated that overexpression of
hnRNP LL in WT cells indeed induces skipping of exon 4,
while knock down of hnRNP LL causes an increase in exon
inclusion primarily in activated cells. This effect of hnRNP
LL on CD45 splicing appears direct, as hnRNP LL binds
specifically to the ESS1 regulatory sequence, and modulation of the expression of hnRNP LL does not alter
expression of hnRNP L in these T cells. Moreover, the fact
that hnRNP LL protein expression increases upon stimulation of the JSL1 or 3.14 cells strongly suggests that hnRNP
LL is an important component of the signal-induced
increase in CD45 exon skipping. Interestingly, the increase
in hnRNP LL protein upon stimulation in JSL1 cells does
not correlate with an apparent increase in overall message
level or change in subcellular localization, suggesting that
hnRNP LL is regulated at the post-transcriptional level
following T cell activation. The nature of this regulation
will be an interesting topic of future study.
One question that arises from this data is how the
activity of hnRNP LL relates to our previous characterization of hnRNP L and PSF as general and signal-induced
repressors, respectively, of CD45 exon 4 inclusion. Strikingly, our studies presented here combined with our previous studies (Melton et al. 2007) demonstrate that the
binding and function of hnRNP L, LL, and PSF are differentially dependent on specific nucleotides in the ESS1
splicing regulatory element. Mutation of the C residues in
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the ARS repeats (mESS) disrupts both basal and activationinduced silencing and abolishes binding of both hnRNP L
and LL; however, only binding of hnRNP LL is disrupted
upon mutation of the A residues (mESS-A), which predominantly diminishes silencing under activated conditions. This demonstrates that hnRNP L and LL have
overlapping, but distinct binding specificity and is consistent with hnRNP L contributing the majority of the repressive activity under resting conditions, while binding of
hnRNP LL is only significant for activation-induced silencing. Interestingly, mutation of the U residues between the
ARS motifs (Mut2) does not diminish binding of hnRNP
LL, even though this mutation also disrupts activationinduced silencing and abolishes binding of PSF (Melton et
al. 2007). Therefore, the binding of hnRNP LL and PSF are
separable from one another, even though both are required
for maximal activation-induced exon silencing. Whether
increased expression of hnRNP LL and increased recruitment of PSF are controlled by the same or distinct signaling
pathways and how these proteins interact with each other
and with hnRNP L on the RNA is the subject of an ongoing
investigation.
The differential specificity and activity observed for
hnRNP LL versus hnRNP L suggests that instead of hnRNP
LL playing a minor redundant role to hnRNP L, these
proteins are true paralogs with related but diverged functions. HnRNP LL and L have 58% overall identity and a
similar size. The RNA-binding domains (RRMs) in these
proteins are particularly conserved, consistent with the
overlapping binding specificity that we observe (Figs. 4,
6); however, there are some divergent residues in these
domains that may account for the differential sensitivity of
hnRNP L and LL to the mESS-A mutation. Furthermore,
the glycine and proline-rich domains in hnRNP L that may
be important for function and/or fine tuning of binding
specificity are less pronounced in hnRNP LL.
Interestingly, hnRNP LL was initially cloned from bonemarrow stem cells (Shur et al. 2004) and is most abundant
in lymphoid cells and testis (http://symatlas.gnf.org/
SymAtlas/). HnRNP L is also preferentially expressed in
lymphoid cells, but has a higher ubiquitous expression than
hnRNP LL across all cell types (http://symatlas.gnf.org/
SymAtlas/). In addition, while knock down of hnRNP L in
Hela cells alters the splicing of several genes, no aberrant
splicing events were detected upon parallel knock down
of hnRNP LL (Hung et al. 2008). Therefore, the primary
function of hnRNP LL may be to regulate tissue-specific
splicing events in a subset of cell types, including T cellspecific splicing events such as that of CD45. Such a relationship between highly similar splicing regulatory proteins
is reminiscent of what has been observed for the ubiquitous
hnRNP protein PTB and its neural-specific paralog nPTB,
which have been shown to have redundant activity on some
substrates (Spellman et al. 2007) but distinct effects on neural differentiation and brain-specific splicing events (Boutz
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et al. 2007; Makeyev et al. 2007). We also cannot rule out
that hnRNP LL has cellular functions beyond that of
splicing. HnRNP L itself has been shown to influence
mRNA polyadenylation, export, translation, and stability
(Liu and Mertz 1995; Hahm et al. 1998; Shih and Claffey
1999; Hiu et al. 2003; Guang et al. 2005; Hung et al. 2008),
and many of these additional activities may also be shared
by hnRNP LL. However, to date, all of our evidence points
to hnRNP L and LL directly affecting the splicing of CD45.
In conclusion, the studies we describe here, together with
our previous work, demonstrate that hnRNP LL, hnRNP L,
and PSF are essential regulators of CD45 splicing. However,
this does not preclude the involvement of other factors,
either directly on the CD45 RNA or in the upstream events
that lead to increased expression of hnRNP LL and/or
recruitment of PSF upon activation. In particular, the fact
that clone 87 does not have increased expression of hnRNP
LL, but does show up-regulation of CD69 (Fig. 2D),
suggests that this clone may have an increase in tonic signaling due to a change in apical signaling proteins. Moreover, we note that both clone 88 and 39 show significant
up-regulation of several genes in addition to hnRNP LL
(Table 1, italics), which may further contribute to CD45
splicing regulation. While preliminary studies of some of
these additional genes (e.g., n-Myc) has not revealed a
functional role in CD45 splicing (A. Tong and K.W. Lynch,
unpubl.), continued analysis of these clones, as well as the
other mutant clones that have been identified in this screen,
is likely to reveal additional insight into the signaling
pathways and regulatory mechanisms that control CD45
isoform expression in response to T cell activation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and screening
Generation of the 3.14 reporter cell line was described previously
(Levinson et al. 2006) from the JSL1 parent cell line (Lynch and
Weiss 2000). Cells were plated at a density of 0.3 million/mL and
grown in the presence or absence of 20 ng/mL PMA for 48–72 h
before harvesting cells for analysis by flow cytometry or RT–PCR.
Flow cytometry analysis was done on a FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences) as described previously (Sheives and Lynch 2002), using
either endogenous GFP fluorescence or staining with PE-conjugated
anti-CD45RO or anti-CD69 antibody (BD Biosciences). Cell sorting
was done on a FACStar collecting the brightest 3% on the GFP
channel as a pool for the primary sort. Following recovery in 10%
FCS in RPMI for 1–2 wk, the cells were sorted again, again collecting
the top 5% GFP-expressing clones into 96-well plates to isolate single
colonies. These single colonies were expanded and analyzed as
individual clonal lines. Transfection of JSL1 cells and vectors used in
the transfections were as described previously (Melton et al. 2007).

RT–PCR analysis
Total RNA was harvested from cells using RNABee (Teltest) and
analyzed by low-cycle RT–PCR with 32P-end labeled primers as

described previously (Rothrock et al. 2003). Primers for RT–PCR
analysis of the 3.14 reporter minigene were specific to the Gal4globin exon 1 (59-CGCGGATCCGCAGCCGTTACTGCCCTGT
GGGGCAAGG) or globin exon 2-VP16 (59-GCTCTAGAGGCTG
CGGAACCCGGACCC) junctions of the minigene, and do not
cross-react with any endogenous sequences (Levinson et al. 2006).
Primers used to amplify endogenous CD45 were E3 (59-GGCAA
GCCCAACACCTTCCCCCACTG) or E8 (59-GCTACTCTCCAT
CTAAGCCAACATGTG) and E9/10 (59-CTGAAACTTTTCAA
CCCCTGGTGGCAC). Primers to analyze total mRNA expression
for hnRNP L and hnRNP LL are as follows: hnRNP L-E8 (59-CCC
ACCTCAACAACAACTTCATGTTTGGGC); hnRNP L-E12R (59CGCTCTTGGATTCCCACTCCAGCAGTCC); LL-short-F (59-GA
GCTGGAGGATGGTACCAGCAGC); LL-short-R (59-GCAAAG
CTTCAATGTATAGGGATTGGAACC). The WT and mutant
minigenes and primers for analysis are as described previously
(Rothrock et al. 2003; Melton et al. 2007). RT–PCR products were
suspended in formamide buffer and analyzed on 5% denaturing
polyacrylamide gels. Quantitation was performed by densitometry
using a Typhoon PhosphorImager (Amersham Biosciences).

Microarray analysis
Total RNA was harvested from clones 39, 87, and 88 grown under
resting conditions, as well as 3.14 cells grown under standard
resting or stimulated conditions. cDNA was synthesized from total
RNA, purified, and hybridized to an Illumina Human-WG6
BeadChip 48K array at the UTSW Microarray Core facility. The
arrays were then washed, stained, and scanned according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Genes that differed by more than 2.5fold in intensity between any one sample and the 3.14 resting
reference sample were recorded for subsequent analysis.

RNA-binding assays
Direct RNA affinity purifications were performed as described in
Melton et al. (2007). Briefly, biotinylated 60 nt RNAs corresponding to the ESS, mESS, or a nonspecific RNA (Dharmacon) were
incubated with JSL1 nuclear extract under standard splicing
conditions. RNA–protein complexes were then isolated by incubation with streptavidin-agarose beads (Pierce), washed in buffer
containing 100 mM KCl., and eluted in SDS-PAGE loading buffer.
UV Cross-linking experiments were done as described in Rothrock
et al. (2005) by incubating 32P-labeled RNA probes with nuclear
extract derived from resting or activated JSL1 cells (Melton et al.
2007) under standard splicing conditions. Reactions were then
cross-linked using UV light (254 nm), digested with RNase T1 and
RNase A, and resolved by SDS-PAGE. Immunoprecipitation after
cross-linking and RNase digestion was done as described previously
(Lynch and Maniatis 1996) with antibodies described below.

Morpholino knock down
Antisense knock down of proteins was performed by electroporation of 20 million JSL1 cells with the indicated amount of
morpholino oligonucleotide: hnRNP L=CGCCCGCCGCCGCC
ATCTTCACCAT or hnRNP LL=AGGAAGAGGAGGAGGACA
TGGCGGC (Gene-Tools, Inc.). Cells were allowed to recover
overnight in RPMI+10% fetal calf serum before stimulation with
PMA and then harvested for RNA and protein 48 h after treatment with PMA (20 ng/mL).
www.rnajournal.org
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Antibodies
Antibodies used for the various applications were as follows: antihnRNP L (4D11, Abcam), anti-hnRNP LL (Aviva), anti-PSF (6D7,
Abnova), U1A (kind gift of Iain Mattaj), anti-Flag (Cell Signaling). The lack of cross-reactivity of antibodies for hnRNP L and
LL is suggested by the data shown and confirmed by use of recombinant protein (data not shown). For Western blotting, antibody
dilutions and probing conditions were done according to company recommendations for each antibody.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental material can be found at http://www.rnajournal.org.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
After acceptance of this article, Oberdoerffer et al. (2008)
published a study showing that both hnRNP and PSF promote
cell surface expression of the CD45 RO protein isoform in
activated T cells, consistent with our previous and current data
demonstrating a direct effect of these proteins on CD45 splicing
(hnRNP L was not able to be knocked down in their study, and
thus not directly tested). In addition, they propose that the
hnRNP LL protein increases upon T cell stimulation, which our
data here demonstrate.
Received June 9, 2008; accepted July 9, 2008.
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